As the drive towards precision medicine has accelerated, enabled by an ever-increasing abundance of new data and information, the opportunities and challenges in applying computational approaches in cancer research and clinical applications are also growing dramatically. The onset of exascale computing together with the rapid rise of deep learning as an enabling technology and its potential are reshaping the way computation is being applied across scales of computing, across time and across spatial scales. With legislation in the form of the Twenty-first Century Cures Act as well as efforts of the Beau Biden Cancer Moonshot, these underscore the importance of workshops that bring together interdisciplinary experts and insights across the spectrum of computational approaches for cancer.
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Several areas are highlighted as opportunities for innovation as disciplines converge in the interest of accelerating and extending the impact of computational approaches for cancer. As outlined in the 2016 Frontiers of Predictive Oncology and Computing meeting report, four distinct yet strongly inter-related areas of innovation include:
Patient-centricopportunities where the patient is closely involved Organizationalopportunities for organizations and different interests to collaborate Dataopportunities around data and information, involving data acquisition, access, aggregation, sharing and management Technologyopportunities emanating from the rapid expansion of new technologies to acquire, transport, store, integrate, analyze and simulate complex biological systems
The 2016 meeting report also identifies conducting workshops as an important next step to bring the communities together, to realize these opportunities for innovative advances.
This supplement in BMC bioinformatics provides the reader a glimpse into areas where current innovations and insights are emerging as efforts in interdisciplinary computational cancer science increase and grow. Developed from the contributions at the Third Computational Approaches for Cancer workshop held at the SC17 conference, this supplement brings together the computational community exploring and using high-performance computing (HPC), analytics, predictive modeling, and large datasets in cancer research and clinical applications. The manuscripts are interdisciplinary, with the common interest in cancer and computation the unifying theme. As such, the manuscripts provide rich opportunities for attendees to learn about future directions, current applications and challenges and build collaborations. Maintaining a perspective of accelerating scientific insights and translation of insights to clinical application for improved patient outcomes, the supplement brings together many interests from across the technology, cancer research and clinical domains.
The authors and submissions listed below contributing to this supplement provide key examples of the use of computational methods across a wide range of cancer research applications, ranging from scalable approaches to explore the molecular domain to enabling scalable population level cancer research and clinical. From a technical perspective, the supplement also provides examples across a wide range of computational technologies, ranging from the use of field-programmable gate arrays and GPUs to designs of throughput systems preparing to take advantage of emerging exascale computing capabilities. And, of course, the supplement highlights applications with emerging capabilities in scalable deep learning while exploring working to address the inherent uncertainty in the classification, characterization, and predictive analytics for complex biological systems epitomized by cancer. Scalable Deep Text Comprehension for Cancer Surveillance on High-Performance Computing.
Reflecting on the noted areas of opportunity in working with patients, with organizations, with data and with technology, this supplement provides examples of how interdisciplinary communities have successfully converged to explore innovative approaches spanning the range of opportunities. The strong coupling among these areas is also evident, where data and technology are utilized across organizations in the interest of accelerating patient impact for cancer. These examples, while distinct, collectively help lay the foundations and insights needed for critical areas of future integrated cancer learning systems.
